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ABSTRACT: The phase separation in aqueous solutions of a double-hydrophilic block copolymer (DHBC) at concentrations mimicking the crowded environment in cells and its performance as a potential protein purification system is investigated. Similar to processes of self-coacervation, the coexistence of aqueous polymer-rich and polymer-depleted microscopic phases is observed and the partitioning of various species in them is investigated. Whereas small molecules, poly(ethylene glycol), and dextran can moderately partition in both phases, proteins and DNA are strongly enriched in the polymer-depleted phase, offering a pathway for biomacromolecule purification. While aqueous two-phase systems based on a pair of polymers are also used for purification of biological material, DHBC has the remarkable advantage that the proteins and DNA segregate in the polymer-depleted phase, enhancing and facilitating purification. Future optimization of DHBC chemistry may offer higher partition efficiency and a way for large-scale applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

Block copolymers and their self-assembly have been explored in various realms of science. Amphiphilic block copolymers can self-assemble, for example, into so-called polymersomes, nowadays extensively utilized in biomedical applications and drug delivery. Their assembly is driven by the hydrophobic effect. On the contrary, double-hydrophilic block copolymers (DHBCs; i.e., polymers with only hydrophilic blocks but no hydrophobic blocks) and their organization and phase behavior are dominated rather by the hydrophilic effect based on the difference in affinity or solubility of the different blocks in water, leading to phase separation in a considerable number of cases. Contrary to traditional amphiphilic polymers, DHBCs with fully water-soluble blocks allow potentially higher biocompatibility and degradability. They have been investigated frequently as stimuli-responsive materials and as platforms for mineralization of inorganic compounds. However, the majority of studies have focused on systems of low polymer concentration (from a few ppm to approximately 1 mg/mL) (see, e.g., refs and ). Their behavior in the intermediate concentration regime remains rather unexplored. A report by Taubert et al. demonstrated the presence of mesoscale water-in-water phase separation in poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) (PEG-b-PMOX) solutions. This was evidenced by the appearance of optically detectable droplets with birefringence characteristics (demonstrating long-scale order). Indeed, such phase separation was observed also in solutions of poly(ethylene glycol)-b-dextran (PEG-b-dextran), PEG-b-pullulan (PEG-b-Pull), and dextran-b-poly(sarcosine) where the aggregates were referred to as giant vesicles, which might need reconsideration as these structures could actually represent droplets as those reported by Taubert et al. and our findings described below.

The phase separation behavior in DHBC solutions at high polymer concentrations is similar to that in aqueous two-phase systems (ATPSs) observed for solutions of hydrophilic homopolymer couples (representing the building blocks of DHBCs), such as PEG and dextran. ATPS systems have been extensively studied and found application, among others, in reversible microcompartmentalization of biomolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids, as well as for modulating compartmentalization of synthetic cells (vesicles or droplets) and shaping membranes. As we will demonstrate here for the first time, phase separation in DHBCs can also be used for protein and nucleic acid concentration with the advantage that these macromolecules can be concentrated in the polymer-poor phase, which significantly improves their purification as contamination with polymers is reduced. The system we explore may also offer a pathway of studying and understanding the acting mechanisms in more complex protein condensation and coacervation processes as nowadays extensively investigated in the field of cellular organization and stability of membrane-less organelles.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Materials. Azobis(isobutyronitrile) (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was recrystallized twice from methanol. Dichloromethane (99.9%, Acros Organics) and acetone (99%, J.T. Baker) were stored over molecular sieves (3 Å) prior to use. N,N-Dimethylacrylamide (DMA; 99%, TCI) was passed over neutral aluminum oxide prior to use. Millipore water was obtained from an Integra UV plus pure water system by SG Water (Germany). Ammonium chloride (99%, Roth KG), ascorbic acid (98%, Alfa Aesar), bovine albumin-FITC (Sigma-Aldrich; M.W. ~66.4 kDa), 2-bromo-2-methylopropanoic acid (98%, Sigma-Aldrich), 3-bromo-1-propanol (97%, Sigma-Aldrich), calcein (Sigma-Aldrich), carbon disulfide (anhydrous, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich), chloromethyl polyethylene resin (24 mmol/g, TCI), copper sulfate (99%, Carl Roth), dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO; Acros, extra dry, 99%), dextran-FITC (10 and 20 kDa, Sigma-Aldrich), dextran from Leuconostoc mesenteroides (molar mass between 400 and 500 kg/mol, Sigma-Aldrich), N,N′-diclohexylcarbodiimide (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), diethyl amine (analogical grade, Sigma-Aldrich), N,N-dimethylaminopyridine (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), dodecanethiol (98%, Alfa Aesar), ethyl acetate (analogical grade, Chem Solute), ethylenediamine resin (polymer-bound, 4.0–5.7 mol/g, Sigma-Aldrich), fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC; 90%, Sigma-Aldrich), hexane (analogical grade, Fluka), hydrazine hydrate (≥99%; Fluka), hydrochloric acid (fuming, Carl Roth), magnesium sulfate (dried, Fisher Scientific), methanol (analogical grade, Fisher Scientific), N,N,N′,N″,N″-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (98%; Sigma-Aldrich), poly(ethylene glycol) diamine (NH2-PEG-NH2 2k, 10k, and 20k, analogical grade, Sigma-Aldrich), poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG; molar mass, 8 kg/mol; Sigma-Aldrich), potassium phosphate (Sigma-Aldrich), propargylamine (98%, Sigma-Aldrich), pullulan (Pull; pure, TCI), rhodamine B isothiocyanate (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), sodium azide (>99.5%, Fluka), sodium bicarbonate (>99%, Fluka), sodium cyanoborohydride (95%, Sigma-Aldrich), and sulforhodamine B sodium salt (SRB; Sigma-Aldrich) were used as received. Lipids (POPC, POPG, DOTAP, and DPPE-PEG) were used as received. Lipids (POPC, POPG, DOTAP, and DPPE-PEG) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). The Vps24 protein (M.W. ~31 kDa) was a gift from Y. Avalos (Institute for Bioengineering of Catalonia, Barcelona, Spain) and details of its purification are found elsewhere.33 GFP-histidine tag (GFP-his; M.W. ~28.7 kDa) was a gift from S. Wegner (Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research, Mainz, Germany) and the Cy3-labeled DNA stock was obtained respectively from Sigma-Aldrich and BBI Solutions.

2.2. Polymer Synthesis, Labeling, Liposome Extrusion, and Sample Preparation. Pullulan b-poly(N,N′-dimethylacrylamide) (Pull-b-PDMA) and rhodamine-labeled DHBC (Pull-b-PDMA-Rh) were synthesized according to the literature34 for further details on synthesis and characterization, see the original reference34). A lyophilized polymer (Mw = 21,500 g/mol; D = 1.9, according to pullulan standards) was weighed in a glass vial and solubilized with an equivalent volume of Milli-Q water to prepare a typical 20 wt % stock. Liposomes were prepared by dissolving 1 mol % of the fluorescent lipid DPPE-NBD. Chloroform was evaporated by a stream of N2 and any residue was further removed by placing the sample in vacuum for 2 h in the dark to form a lipid film. This film was hydrated with Milli-Q water and vigorously vortexed for ~30 s until MLs were formed.

For all nano- and microparticles, a 5 μL aliquot of the particles stock was added to 10 μL of Pull-b-PDMA solution supplemented with 0.02 wt % labeled polymer. For all nano- and microparticles, a 5 μL aliquot of the particles stock was added to 10 μL of Pull-b-PDMA solution supplemented with 0.02 wt % labeled polymer.

2.3. Image Analysis of Droplets. To observe droplet coalescence events, the solutions were observed at a full frame (2048 × 1952 pixels) using a high-speed Phantom camera (Ametek, Mahwah, NJ) at 100 frames per second with a pixel size of 0.71 μm. The shape relaxation after coalescence was measured using the in-house built program previously described in Gracia et al.35 In short, the contour of the droplets was located with subpixel resolution, and the droplet dimensions were tracked over time. The temporal changes in the droplet aspect ratio upon coalescence were measured for many individual droplet–droplet coalescence events in the absence and presence of “guest” molecules.

2.4. Microscopy Imaging and Fluorescence Recovery after Photobleaching (FRAP). Phase contrast was used to watch droplet coalescence. It was performed on a Zeiss Axiovert 200 (Jena, Germany) phase contrast microscope equipped with a 40× objective (NA 0.6) and images were acquired at 100 frames per second with a v2512 Phantom camera. A Leica SP8 microscope was used for confocal microscopy. Images were acquired with a water-immersion 63X objective (NA 1.2) in the bidirectional mode with S12 × S12 pixel resolution and 400 Hz scanning speed and two line averages. The green probes calcein, GFP, and FITC-labeled polymers were excited with an argon 488 laser and emission was detected in the range of 490–545 nm. The red dyes SRB and rhodamine-polymer (Pull-b-PDMA-Rh) were excited with a diode-pumped solid-state laser at 561 nm and emission was detected in the range of 565–620 nm. The free or protein-labeled far-red Atto-647 dye was excited with a HeNe 633 laser line and emission was detected in the 635–690 nm range. Image analysis was performed using ImageJ (NIH, USA) and Leica LAS X (Jena, Germany) software.

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) was performed on the same setup with active FRAP booster tool to induce deeper photobleaching. For each of the respective dyes, the laser line was the same as that for imaging (see above). FRAP was performed with 128 × 128 pixel resolution, 1400 Hz scanning speed, and two line average. Ten prebleaching images with attenuated laser were acquired as a reference and the laser was switched to its maximum power (eight iterations) after which the laser was back to attenuated intensity until full recovery. The defined circular bleached region of interest was 8 μm in diameter. With these defined settings, images are taken every 55 ms. FRAP recovery curves were analyzed using the simplified equations as introduced by Kang et al.,37,38 where the diffusion coefficient D is given by \( D = \frac{2}{r_c} \left(1 - \frac{1}{2} \exp\left(-\frac{x^2}{r_c^2}\right)\right) \). Here, \( r_c \) is the time at which the intensity has recovered to half of its maximum, \( r_c \) is the user-defined nominal radius of photobleaching, and \( r_c \) is the calculated effective radius from the first image after photobleaching according to \( f(x) = 1 - K \exp\left(-\frac{x^2}{r_c^2}\right) \), where K is the photobleaching depth (see Figure S4A for an example fit of a bleached area). Recovery curves were not corrected for photobleaching as it accounts for less than 1%.
2.5. Dynamic Light Scattering. The polymer hydrodynamic radius was determined using dynamic light scattering (DLS) (see Figure S6). DLS was performed using an ALV-7004 Multiple Tau Digital Correlator in combination with a CGS-3 Compact Goniometer and HeNe laser (Polytec, 34 mW, Digital Correlator in combination with a CGS-3 Compact). Sample temperatures were adjusted to 25 °C. Hydrodynamic radii were determined from fitting autocorrelation functions using the CONTIN algorithm.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Phase Separation in Aqueous Solutions of DHBC.

Here, we investigate the DHBC Pull-b-poly(N,N-dimethylacrylamide) (Pull-b-PDMA), which is a combination of a bioderived polysaccharide block and reversible deactivation radical polymerization-derived block (see Figure 1A). Both blocks feature opposing hydrogen bonding characteristics, which enables concentration-dependent self-assembly in an aqueous environment. In the low-concentration range between 2 and 10 wt %, Pull-b-PDMA forms shell-like structures of 100–200 nm as observed with cryo-scanning electron microscopy; these solutions appear to be optically clear. At higher concentrations, the polymer solution demixes into mesoscale structures directly observed as droplets under the microscope. Smaller fractions of Rhodamine end-labeled polymer (Pull-b-PDMA-Rh; see Section 2.1, Materials) added to the samples show that the polymer is enriched in the continuous phase (Figure 1B). The onset of phase separation is around 19 wt %, below which only submicroscopic structures exist. The kinetics of phase separation is similar to that observed in conventional PEG-dextran systems (for example, at 20 wt % polymer concentration, phase separation is completed within a couple of hours and can be sped up by centrifugation). The phase behavior of DHBC is governed by the hydrophilic effect associated with the different solubilities of the blocks in water. The formation of a polymer-rich phase is most likely also driven by interactions of the different blocks in the DHBC. The PDMA block acts as a hydrogen bond acceptor, while the Pull block acts as a hydrogen bond donor, leading to the polymer phase separation similar to that in biomolecular condensates. Tests for bulk phase separation at higher Pull-b-PDMA concentrations show that the polymer-rich phase is denser, and high temperatures can suppress the phase separation (Figure S1), presumably shifting the binodal to higher polymer concentrations as entropy favors homogeneous mixing. If not mentioned otherwise, all following experiments were carried out at room temperature with 20 wt % polymer, of which 0.1% (i.e., 0.02 wt %) was fluorescently labeled. Measurements of the polymer concentration in the two phases based on freeze-drying were avoided as they require large amounts of sample to achieve reasonable precision. We then attempted to assess the polymer concentration in the continuous and droplet phases from the absolute intensity of Pull-b-PDMA-Rh evaluated and an intensity calibration curve of the fluorescent polymer at preset concentrations. However, we observed differences in droplet intensity resulting from out-of-focus fluorescence and variation of size and shape due to partial wetting of the substrate by the droplets (see scatter in the data for the droplets in Figure S2). We thus evaluated the polymer partitioning from measurements of the volume fractions of the two phases and their relatively averaged fluorescence intensities (Figure S2). This yielded the polymer concentration in the dispersed phase (droplets) of approximately 15 wt %, while in the continuous phase, it is enriched and is roughly 47 wt %. The latter is close to typical concentrations in the crowded media of the cell cytosol where macromolecule concentrations can be as high as 30 wt % and can increase under stress conditions such as hyperosmotic shifts. Similarly, we observe phase separation reminiscent of the formation of liquid condensates in the cytosol. The concentration-dependent condensation, which we observe, is reversible: an increase in temperature (Figure S1) or polymer dilution results in homogeneous solutions. The phases are characterized by large permeability to dispersed molecules. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) shows that small molecules freely penetrate and diffuse in and across the compartments with no significant barriers to diffusion (Figure S3A). In addition, upon contact, the droplets coalesce, leading to immediate mixing of their content (Figure 1C and Figure S3B), confirming their fluid nature. Taken together, droplet coalescence and free diffusion of molecules demonstrate liquid–liquid phase separation in this system rather than assembly into shells or vesicles.

3.2. Interfacial Tension and Viscosity of Phases. Upon coalescence, liquid droplets relax to a spherical shape to minimize the interfacial energy. During the relaxation process, we do not observe toroidal-like deformations in the neck region of the coalescing droplets, which suggests that the viscosities of the two phases do not differ much. The characteristic relaxation time (τ) depends linearly on the size of the coalescing droplets. The slope of this dependence yields
the inverse capillary velocity $\eta/\gamma$, where $\eta$ is the viscosity of the droplet phase and $\gamma$ is the interfacial tension. To determine $\eta/\gamma$, the shape relaxation of droplet upon coalescence was measured, as previously done to characterize the physical properties of protein-rich droplets (also called condensates) in vivo and in vitro.\textsuperscript{32,43} The relaxation curve for two coalescing water-rich droplets in the Pull-b-PDMA-rich surrounding follows an exponential behavior, as expected (Figure 1C, red data). This coalescence dynamics of ghost droplets was compared to the coalescence of droplets containing a guest molecule. As a prototype guest, we used the protein Vps24 ($\approx$32 kDa), a member of the ESCRT-III machinery (see, e.g., ref 33). This protein exhibits very strong enrichment into the polymer-depleted phase, i.e., in the droplets (see below and Figure 3). The relaxation of Vps24-enriched droplets is also exponential and hence also characteristic of a fluid phase (Figure 1B, blue data). The obtained values for $\eta/\gamma$ for both systems were similar, with 0.066 ± 0.005 and 0.071 ± 0.007 s/μm for ghost droplets and for droplets with the guest protein, respectively, where the errors were obtained from the fit. The $\eta/\gamma$ values are three orders of magnitude lower than those for RNA-protein droplets,\textsuperscript{32,43,44} which shows that Pull-b-PDMA-depleted droplets, with or without the guest protein, are significantly less viscous (and/or with higher interfacial tension) than typical droplets formed from cellular constituents. This is also obvious from the diffusion coefficients measured in our system, as we will discuss below.

### 3.3. Fluidity of Droplets and Continuous Phase.

To characterize the fluidity of the phases, FRAP was used to measure the diffusion coefficient $D$ of the constituent polymer as well as of molecules with varying biological relevance and properties. We used an approach\textsuperscript{7,38} that corrects for diffusion during photobleaching and minimizes error, particularly important when studying fast diffusing molecules (see Figure S4). The measured diffusion coefficient of the small dye Atto647 is overall 5–7-fold higher than that of the labeled Pull-b-PDMA polymer in water or in any of the phases of the polymer solution, and diffusion slows down by an order of magnitude when the medium is changed from water to polymer solution (Figure 2 and Table S1). The higher diffusivity in the droplets confirms that this is the polymer-poor phase (consistent with the fluorescence signal). The values of the diffusion coefficient do not decrease over time during the measurements (Figure S5) and are very reproducible over a week on droplets from the same batch (here, we display data only for freshly prepared samples), indicating no aging. This is contrary to typical behavior observed, for example, with protein condensate droplets.\textsuperscript{45–47} Compared to the droplets, the recovery of the labeled Pull-b-PDMA-Rh is slowed down in the continuous polymer-enriched phase, suggesting higher viscosity. The latter can be roughly estimated from the Stokes–Einstein relation $D = k_BT/(6\pi\eta a)$ relating the diffusion coefficient of a spherical particle of radius $a$ to the viscosity of the surrounding $\eta$; $k_BT$ is thermal energy (note that this approach of assessing the viscosity is very rough considering that the polymer is not a spherical particle). The hydrodynamic radius of the polymer is 4.2 nm (see Figure S6), yielding a viscosity of the outer polymer-rich phase of 4.12 ± 0.25 mPa·s and that of the droplet phase of 3.17 ± 0.33 mPa·s. These values are roughly 4–5 times higher than the viscosity of water and are comparable to viscosities ofPEG solutions.\textsuperscript{48} For comparison, protein-rich droplets that phase-separate in cells exhibit viscosities that are 2–3 orders of magnitude higher (740 mPa·s for NPM1 droplets\textsuperscript{46} and 6000 mPa·s and above for Whi3 droplets\textsuperscript{47}). Plugging the viscosity of the droplet phase into the above-measured capillary velocity yields for the interfacial tension an extremely low value of the order of 0.05 μN/m. For comparison, interfacial tension measured in PEG-dextran aqueous two-phase systems (ATPS) in the low concentration range was reported to approach 0.2 μN/m,\textsuperscript{19} which is only slightly higher considering the very rough estimate of the viscosity. Presumably, the diblock nature of Pull-b-PDMA (compared to separate polymers as PEG and dextran) lowers the interfacial tension by suitable polymer arrangement at the interface.

As briefly mentioned above, the test protein Vps24 is enriched in the polymer-depleted droplet phase. Similarly, ATPS systems show preferential partitioning of biological components. Indeed, due to their biocompatibility and the unique feature to provide a mild environment with extremely low interfacial tension, they have been extensively employed for the separation and purification of proteins, nucleic acids, viruses, and cells.\textsuperscript{18,22} Considering the even lower interfacial tensions in our phase-separated polymer solutions and thus potentially higher efficiency, we set out to quantify the partitioning of proteins in our system. The DHBC polymer system explored here possesses a remarkable advantage compared to ATPS: while in ATPSs, the biological component of interest becomes concentrated in a phase rich in one of the constituting polymer species, here, the biomolecules can be enriched in the polymer-depleted phase, potentially allowing an easier purification strategy.

### 3.4. Partitioning of Small and Large Biomacromolecules: Proteins Are Enriched in the Polymer-Depleted Phase.

We aimed at creating a library for the phase preference of a set of fluorescently labeled molecules and particles of varying physical–chemical properties such as size, chemical structure, and charge. The fluorescence signal from the molecules/particles or their analogs was employed to measure...
the partitioning quantitatively. The phase preference \( p \), or enrichment, is defined as the ratio of fluorescence inside and outside the droplets, \( p = \frac{I_{in}}{I_{out}} \) (which is equivalent to the so-called partition coefficient defined as the ratio of concentrations in the lighter phase versus the heavier phase\(^{11}\)); \( p = 1 \) corresponds to equal partitioning between the phases, i.e., no preference. The probed materials in the library included (i) small molecules, (ii) macromolecules (polymers and proteins), and (iii) fluid and solid particles. Figure 3A comprises of images of droplets in 20 wt % Pull-b-PDMA solution containing the probed materials, and Figure 3B shows their phase preference. Some trends are immediately clear: small molecules have a very weak phase preference, with calcein being slightly enriched in the polymer-depleted phase (droplets) and Atto647 being slightly depleted from the droplets. The two tested polymers, PEG and dextran, have opposite preferences; the former is depleted, whereas the latter is enriched in the droplet phase. The opposite preference of PEG and dextran is not surprising considering their wide application as an ATPS. All tested proteins (Vps24, GFP-his, and albumin, with molecular weights ranging from 30 to \( \sim 70 \) kDa) as well as Cy5-labeled DNA (6.5–7 kDa) have a strong preference for the droplet (polymer-depleted) phase. This demonstrates the potential applicability of our DHBC system for protein and nucleic acid purification. Contrary to reports for size-specific partitioning of DNA in PEG-dextran ATPS systems\(^ {49} \) and as seen in Figure 3, we did not detect any universal trend for the partitioning of the molecules with respect to molecular weights (the molecular weights are given in Section 2.1) and charge. Presumably, their affinity to the different phases is defined by the affinity to a more or less hydrophilic environment based on the solubility in water as well as interactions with the DHBC itself.

The partition coefficient \( p \) does not allow for comparison of the molecule accumulation in the different phases (values lying below 1 show apparent underestimation). To quantify how strong the molecules accumulate (or concentrates) in either phase, we define the degree of accumulation as the ratio of the fluorescence intensity in the phase where it is enriched, \( I_{en} \), over the intensity in the depleted phase, \( I_{de} \), subtracted by 1: \( q = \frac{I_{en}}{I_{de}} - 1 \), which corresponds to the molecular concentration or enrichment gradient. Polymers have very strong enrichment for the given phase, which scales non-trivially with their sizes, and PEG has stronger enrichment compared to dextran of similar sizes (Figure 3C). All three proteins tested have even higher phase enrichment than the
polymers, with Vps24 being enriched the most, followed by DNA. These results show that physicochemical properties rather than molecular size determine the phase preference. The mechanism of concentrating molecules in a certain phase could be associated with the presumably more hydrophilic environment in the polymer-poor phase (richer in water) compared to the continuous phase, resulting in the accumulation of dextran, DNA, and proteins in the polymer-poor phase.

We next considered the partitioning preference of proteins and the performance of the Pull-b-PDMA as a protein enrichment system compared to a well-established ATPS. As a model protein, we chose GFP-his (which does not show aggregation and is relatively inert with respect to binding to other species) and, as the ATPS, we used PEG (8 kDa, 4 wt %) and dextran (between 400 and 500 kDa, 5 wt %), the phase separation and binodal of which were studied in more detail in refs 19 and 50. In this ATPS, PEG is enriched in the droplet phase and dextran is enriched in the continuous phase (Figure 3D, i). As a reference, we also used the labeled Pull-b-PDMA-Rh polymer, which was found to be enriched in the PEG-rich phase; this could be expected considering that in the DHBC polymers, with Vps24 being enriched the most, followed by DNA. These results show that physicochemical properties rather than molecular size determine the phase preference. The mechanism of concentrating molecules in a certain phase could be associated with the presumably more hydrophilic environment in the polymer-poor phase (richer in water) compared to the continuous phase, resulting in the accumulation of dextran, DNA, and proteins in the polymer-poor phase.

We inves-
tigated in more detail the behavior of Vps24, a protein with an extremely high degree of accumulation into the droplet (polymer-depleted) phase (Figure 3C). At 10 nM (bulk) concentration, the droplet contains a few bright fluorescent puncta (see the last image in Figure 3A). As Vps24 does not aggregate in solution at this concentration (aggregation occurs only at high concentrations >600 nM), we suspected that the puncta were induced by extensive protein enrichment. In fact, when the bulk concentration is increased to 30 nM, the puncta increase in both number and size (Figure S7A), thus confirming that large protein enrichment induces protein crowding and the formation of protein condensates. In other words, the DHBC system can strongly concentrate proteins even at very low overall protein concentration. Interestingly, Vps24 is mobile inside these condensates, as proved by photobleaching, and the proteins in the condensate are able to exchange with the protein pool from the bulk (Figure S7B), demonstrating that they are fluid similar to protein condensates observed in cells. Thus, extensive protein concentration induced by DHBC phase separation results in strong protein accumulation and crowding, ultimately leading to the formation of a new protein condensate subphase inside droplets that mimics condensate formation even at overall (initial) low protein concentration.

3.6. Particle and Liposome Partitioning: Effect of Surface Charge and Size. Finally, we also studied the phase preference of particles as guest materials of varying size, fluidity, charge, and surface chemistry. As model fluid particles, we used liposomes, whereas as solid particles, we used gold and poly(styrene) beads. We identified cases of preferential partitioning of the particle in the continuous polymer-rich phase, in the droplet polymer-poor phase, and at the domain interface. Neutral and positively charged liposomes (100—200 nm) are present exclusively in the continuous phase, whereas negatively charged liposomes are mainly bound to the phase interface (Figure S8A). Similarly, small solid gold nanoparticles (20—80 nm) are present almost exclusively in the polymer-rich phase (Figure S8B,C).

To study the sole effect of particle size, we used slightly negatively charged poly(styrene) beads of increasing sizes and identical surface chemistry (we assume that the surface charge and chemistry of the particles are the same). We observed a shift in the phase partition with increasing particle size (Figure 4). Small particles (<0.1 μm) are mainly located in the continuous phase, intermediate particles (0.2—2 μm) are preferably bound to the droplet interface, and large particles (>2 μm) are present exclusively in the droplet phase. This size-phase shift effect is also observed with negatively charged carboxylated poly(styrene) beads (Figure S9; in all cases, Pull-b-PDMA-Rh appeared to adsorb on the particle surface as observed from the enhanced fluorescence signal on them). However, the preference shift appears to be surface chemistry-
specific and can be reversed depending on particle coating. Small (2 μm) streptavidin-coated beads are present in the droplet phase, whereas larger and near-neutral streptavidin and positively charged amino beads (6 μm in size) are both located in the continuous phase (Figure S10), the opposite localization of negatively charged particles of identical sizes. Thus, particle size and surface chemistries, in addition to effects of lowered surface tension, determine particle location in phase-separated Pull-b-PDMA polymer phases.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Similar to processes of self-coacervation, we observed mesoscale phase separation in DHBC solutions. Intriguing partitioning behavior of macromolecules and particles in phase-separated Pull-b-PDMA systems was discovered as schematically summarized in Figure 5. Whereas at low concentration, Pull-b-PDMA is dispersed as a single polymer, at higher concentrations, it phase-separates into two distinct aqueous phases: a more viscous continuous polymer-rich phase and water-rich (polymer-depleted), more fluid phase, and phase separation can be reversed upon dilution and increase in temperature. Depending on the collective properties, such as size, charge, and composition, molecules can be selectively enriched in either phase, with complex molecules exhibiting a much stronger preference compared to simpler molecules. This DHBC system attains a great capacity to preferentially exclude proteins and DNA (and also large particles) from the polymer-rich phase.

The DHBC system reported here is reminiscent of the crowded environment in cells in terms of concentration ranges and in terms of phase separation. Phase separation leads to enrichment of macromolecules based on their partition preference and is likely to modulate protein function as exemplified by the observed concentration-dependent aggregation of Vps24 proteins. It will be interesting to study new chemically modified analogs of the DHBC investigated here and examine how these modifications affect the phase in which biopolymers accumulate upon phase separation. Furthermore, it would be interesting to explore higher polymer concentrations, at which the altered interfacial tension might influence protein partitioning.

For the explored DHBC concentration, the polymer-depleted droplets coalesce upon contact and they impose no barrier to the diffusion of water-soluble molecules. The preferred accumulation of various proteins in the Pull-b-PDMA-depleted droplets leads to significant molecular crowding. In extreme cases, the enrichment is so efficient that it can increase the local protein concentration above its threshold for condensation in a molecularly crowded environment, leading to the formation of a protein-rich subphase even at initially low protein concentration.

In contrast to most aqueous phase separation systems, which require combining more than one molecular component at specific ratios, here, the phase separation occurs with a single block copolymer and is driven solely by concentration based on the affinity or solubility of the different blocks in water. The fact that the system presented here contains only one polymer type, compared to at least two (sometimes more) different polymers as in the case in other ATPSs, is advantageous as the number of different polymers as possible contaminants is reduced. In addition, protein enrichment in phase-separated DHBC composed of a single polymer is significantly higher than its competitor, the PEG-dextran ATPS. However, unlike the latter system, proteins in Pull-b-PDMA DHBC are located in a polymer-poor phase, reducing contamination. Likewise, these properties can be used to segregate or purify nanometer- and micrometer-sized particles.
In the future, it would be interesting to investigate the effect of ionic strength and pH on the stability of the phases and, even more so, the partitioning of various biomacromolecules. For example, it has been shown that several proteins exhibit differences in their phase localization in ATPS due to pH or salt concentration,\textsuperscript{18,53,54} whereby pH was even shown to reverse phase localization. Potential improvements could be sought in terms of polymer structure optimization for further improving the polymer partitioning between the phases.\textsuperscript{51} In any case, as demonstrated above, the superiority of DHBC phase separation over ATPS consists of the fact that biomacromolecules become enriched in the polymer-depleted phase; they are enriched better than in an example ATPS, with both of the findings suggesting that DHBCs offer an improved pathway for purification of biomaterials. We also foresee that DHBC could find applications similar to those of ATPS, namely, as crowding reagents for \textit{in vitro} biochemical investigations,\textsuperscript{55−57} such as those demonstrating crowding-induced changes in DNA hybridization,\textsuperscript{58} enzyme complex formation,\textsuperscript{59} nanoparticle synthesis,\textsuperscript{60} and protein folding, association, and aggregation.\textsuperscript{61}
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